Abstract. In this article, we discuss the n-root closedness, root closedness, seminormality, S-root closedness, S-closedness, F -closedess of PVDs. A valuation domain, being integrally closed, is obviously root closed. So our interest of study is for a class of non-valuation PVDs. Let R ⊂ B be a domain extension such that R is a PVD and the common ideal P of R and B is a prime ideal in R. If R is n-root closed (respectively root closed, seminormal, S-root closed, S-closed, F -closed) in B, then R/P is PVD, which is n-root closed (respectively root closed, seminormal, S-root closed, S-closed, F -closed) in B/P .
Root closure in PVDs
We begin with the following.
Remark 2.1. Let V be a valuation domain of the form K + M, where K is any field and M is the maximal ideal of V . If F is a proper subfield of K which is n-root closed in K, then by [15, Example 2.1], R = F + M is a P V D which is not a valuation domain. Since V is a valuation domain and F is n-root closed in K, therefore R is n-root closed (cf. [3, Lemma 2.1 (c)]).
Let S be a multiplicative submonoid of P, generated by some set of positive primes. Here, an increasing sequence of subfields of R can be defined by K 0 = Q and K n+1 = K n ({x ∈ R | x p ∈ K n for some p ∈ P}). K S = ∪K n is a field (see [6, p-7] ). . Then R = K S + (P ) T , where K S = ∪K n . Thus R = K S + (P ) T is n-root closed, as K S is n-root closed in R, by [6, Lemma 3.2] . So, R is n-root closed P V D which is not a valuation domain.
According to [20] , an integral domain R, with quotient field K, is said to be pre-Schreier domain if for all x, y, z ∈ R\{0}, x | yz implies x = rs, where r, s ∈ R with r | y and s | z. An integrally closed pre-Schreier domain is called a Schreier domain.
Remark 2.3. In Remark 2.2, the maximal ideal (P ) T is idempotent, therefore
is an example of a pre-Schreier PVD which is not a Schreier domain but is root closed.
The above observations yield the following:
Lemma 2.4. Let V be a valuation domain of the form K + M, where K is a field and M be the maximal ideal of V and F be a proper subfield of K.
(
Proof.
(1) As F is root closed, so F is n-root closed for all n ∈ Z + . By Remark 2.1, R is n-root closed for all n. Hence R is root closed.
(2) As F is seminormal in K, so F is 2, 3-root closed in K. By Remark 2.1, R is 2, 3-root closed. Hence R is seminormal.
. So R is mn-root closed by Remark 2.1.
(4) Suppose F is S-root closed, by definition of S-root closed if whenever k ∈ K and k n ∈ F for all n in S, implies k ∈ F and by Remark 2.1, R is n-root closed for some n ∈ S. Hence R is S-root closed.
(5) As F is S-closed in K, by definition of S-root closed if whenever k ∈ K and k n ∈ F for all n in S, implies k ∈ F and by Remark 2.1, R is n-root closed for all n ∈ S. Hence R is S-closed.
Remark 2.5.
, let L be the algebraic closure of Q and let F be the subfield of L consisting of all elements α over Q such that the minimal polynomial for α over Q is solvable. Choose β ∈ L but not in F ,
, where K is a field, (
. It is not n-root closed P V D for any n > 1, since C contains n th root of unity, not in R.
In [8] , S-root closure of commutative ring extensions R ⊆ B ⊆ C has already been discussed (see [8, Proposition 1.5] ). We are looking at it for n-root closure and root closure particularly for the extensions of P V Ds.
Proposition 2.6. Let R ⊆ B ⊆ C be extensions of P V Ds such that B is n-root closed in C, then R is n-root closed in B if and only if R is n-root closed in C.
Proof. Let R ⊆ B ⊆ C be extensions of P V Ds such that B is n-root closed in C.
Let R be n-root closed in B. This implies that for x ∈ B, if x n ∈ R, then x ∈ R.
Since B ⊆ C, therefore x ∈ C. So R is n-root closed in C. Conversely, let R be n-root closed in C, this means for any x ∈ C, x n ∈ R implies x ∈ R. So x n ∈ R ⊆ B
shows that x n ∈ B, where x ∈ C. Since B is n-root closed in C, therefore x ∈ B.
Hence R is n-root closed in B.
Corollary 2.7. Let R ⊆ B ⊆ C be extensions of P V Ds.
(1) Let B be root closed in C, then R is root closed in B if and only if R is root closed in C.
(2) Let B be seminormal in C, then R is seminormal in B if and only if R is seminormal in C.
For any x ∈ B, if x n ∈ R, then x ∈ R, for all n ∈ Z + . This means R is n-root closed in C for all n ∈ Z + by Proposition 2.6. Hence R is root closed in C. Conversely, let R be root closed in C. This implies R is n-root closed for all n. That is if x n ∈ R, where x ∈ C, then x ∈ R for all n. This means R is n-root closed in B for all n ∈ Z + , by Proposition 2.6. Hence R is root closed in B.
So R is seminormal in C by Proposition 2.6. Conversely, let R be seminormal in
by Proposition 2.6. Hence R is seminormal in B.
That is for any x ∈ B whenever nx,
where n ∈ Z + , then x ∈ R. Since B ⊆ C, so x ∈ C. That is for any x ∈ C whenever nx,
In [8] , it is established that, for a commutative ring extension R ⊆ B, the factor ring R/I is S-root closed, where R is a root closed ring and I is a common ideal of R and B (see [8, Theorem 1.8] ). We focus on this situation for prime ideal P of R which is also an ideal in B, instead of I and discussed the root closure of factor ring R/P, whenever R is root closed P V D. Furthermore we also address the seminormality and F -closedness for factor ring R/P of a P V D R.
In Theorem 2.8, we prove the result specially for pseudo-valuation domains.
Theorem 2.8. Let B be a domain extension of a P V D R such that P is a prime ideal of R which is also an ideal in B. If R is n-root closed in B, then R/P is P V D, which is n-root closed in B/P.
Proof. By [10, Corollary 3] , R/P is P V D. Let (x + P ) n ∈ R/P , where x + P ∈ B/P. This implies x n + P ∈ R/P, where x n ∈ R. Since R is n-root closed in B, so x n ∈ R implies x ∈ R. That is x + P ∈ R/P . Hence R/P is n-root closed in
Corollary 2.9. Let B be a domain extension of a P V D R such that P is a prime ideal of R which is also an ideal in B. Then
B/P for all n, by Theorem 2.8. This means R/P is root closed in B/P .
(2) R is seminormal in B means R is 2, 3-root closed in B. By Theorem 2.8, R/P is 2, 3-root closed in B/P implies R/P is seminormal in B/P. Theorem 2.10. Let B be a domain extension of a P V D R such that P is a prime ideal of R which is also an ideal in B. If R is S-root closed in B, then R/P is with x 2 , x 3 ∈ R and nx ∈ R for some positive integer n, then x ∈ R. Let (x + P ) 2 , (x + P ) 3 ∈ R/P. This means x 2 + P, x 3 + P ∈ R/P. Let n(x + P ) ∈ R/P, then nx + P ∈ R/P, where x + P ∈ B/P and so nx ∈ R. As R is F -root closed, so
x ∈ R, which implies that x + P ∈ R/P . Hence R/P is F -closed in B/P.
Atomic PVDs
In this part we consider the case of atomic P V Ds and relate it with SHF Ds, LHF Ds and BV Ds.
Recall from [4] that, an HF D is SHF D if each of its overring is an HF D. is an atomic P V D which is not an F F D.
Following [16] , let R be an HF D with quotient field K. If R = K, we define the boundary map δ R : K * → Z by δ R (α) = t − s, where α = (x 1 ...x t )/(y 1 ...y s ) ∈ K and x i , y j are irreducible elements in R.
Recall from [16] that, an integral domain R with quotient field K, is called BV D if R is an HF D and for any α ∈ K with δ R (α) = 0 either α ∈ R or α −1 ∈ R, where δ R is boundary map defined on K.
Theorem 3.4. The following assertions are equivalent for an integral domain R.
(1) R is an atomic P V D.
(2) R is a BV D.
Proof. 
A relative ascent and descent
We recall the following as in [17] . such that its quotient field K is the countable union of an increasing family
is not a maximal ideal in R and such that U (R) = U (B).
is not a maximal ideal in R and such
But the conductor ideal R : B is not a maximal ideal in R.
] =B, satisfies Condition * but the conductor ideal R : B is not a maximal ideal in R.
4.1. The case of PVDs. In the following we observe that the ascent of P V D holds for a domain extension R ⊆ B which satisfies Condition * . considering equal spectra context it is easy to deal with antimatter domains in the same fashion as we dealt with atomic domains, we will utilize here.
The following lemma extended [13, Lemma 3.1] if we add the Condition * .
Lemma 4.7. Let R ⊆ B be the domain extension such that Spec(R) = Spec(B), which satisfies Condition * . Let t ∈ B such that t = ur, where u ∈ U (B), r ∈ R, then t is an atom in B if and only if r is an atom in R.
Proof. By Condition * each t ∈ B can be written as t = ur, where u ∈ U (B), r ∈ R. Let us suppose that r ∈ R is the only atom of R, then r can only be written as r = r.1. Then clearly R is a quasilocal domain with maximal ideal M generated Proof. Assume that R is an antimatter domain, then by Condition * for r ∈ R there exists t ∈ B such that t = ur, with u ∈ U (B) and r ∈ R. This means t and r are assosiates in divisibility in B and by Lemma 4.7, t is not an atom in B. Thus Lemma 4.9. Let R be an integral domain with quotient field F satisfying Condition * . If R is an antimatter domain, then any overring of R having same spectrum to R is an antimatter domain.
Proof. Let R be an antimatter domain and T be its overring such that u ∈ U (T ) ⊆ F and each t ∈ T can be written as t = ur by Condition * . Then by Proposition Proof. The result is obvious by the irreducibility of an elements in R and its overring V , by adding Condition * gives the result that V is an antimatter domain if R is an antimatter domain. is not a maximal ideal in R and such that U (R) = U (B). Then clearly if R is antimatter domain then so is B, as irreducibility in R implies irreducibility in B. 
